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Welcome to the 2023 INOMICS Handbook! In this 

year’s Handbook, we feature an exclusive interview 

with a prominent central banker; we use INOMICS 

Salary Report data to show which economists are paid 

the most; and we highlight how consulting firms are in-

creasingly seeking PhD economists, which is great news 

for those considering an industry career. If you’re plan-

ning your economics career, you won’t want to miss 

these articles. Moreover, we are pleased to once again 

feature the INOMICS Awards, where we recognize this 

year’s best master’s programs, summer schools, PhDs, 

and more. If you’re looking to further your economics 

education, take note of these first-rate opportunities!

Capping off the 2023 Handbook is another edition of 

our INOMICS Questionnaire, this time featuring Dr. 

Javier G. Gómez-Pineda, the Investigador Principal (Se-

nior Economist) at Banco de la República de Colombia, 

the central bank of Colombia. Don’t miss this exclusive 

interview featuring Dr. Gómez-Pineda’s thoughts about 

the importance of the Lucas critique, the challenges 

with maintaining global financial market stability (while 

still allowing for growth for emerging economies), how 

economics can contribute to climate policy, and more. 

Our first article discusses why consulting firms, partic-

ularly the “Big 4”, are increasingly turning to Economics 

PhD programs to find new hires. Economists are trained 

in many quantitative and critical thinking skills that are 

in high demand from these companies. Moreover, econ-

omists are often trained in data analysis skills to pre-

pare for their research, and they’re able to think about 

the economy and the industries within them in unique 

ways. These skills can be valuable to a consulting team. 

The article discusses these concepts further, and can 

help industry economist hopefuls think about what 

they should emphasize when tailoring their resumes to 

apply for these types of positions.

Our second piece, written with the help of PPP-adjusted 

INOMICS survey data, shows which economists are paid 

the most, and quantifies the value of an economics PhD. 

This article is sure to be enlightening for all economists, 

but especially those who are questioning the value of 

pursuing further education – or wondering which type 

of economist job will offer the greatest return to their 

degree. Head over to the article to learn more about the 

state of pay in the economics field. Established econo-

mists ought to also consider providing their anonymous 

survey responses to contribute to the next edition of 

the Salary Report, helping us all learn more about how 

economist careers continue to evolve around the world.

We hope this Handbook provides you with renewed ex-

citement for your path forward, resources to help plan 

your economics career, and perhaps even an idea of where 

to pursue your next degree or career training. As always, 

we invite you to read further on the blog, the advice col-

umn, and our educational resources at INOMICS.com.

Thank you for your continued support of INOMICS, the 

site for economists. Read on for an engaging look at the 

state of economics careers and what potential opportu-

nities await you.

Andreas Hoffmann

BY andrEaS HoFFmann

CEO’s Note
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Every Economics PhD student has contemplated a ca-

reer outside academia at least once. There are multiple 

alternative options available to trained economists, and 

the INOMICS Salary Report shows that about 30% even-

tually opt for the private sector (though the true number 

may be higher, as INOMICS has a high proportion of aca-

demic users). In recent years, top consulting firms (such 

as the “Big 4”) have increasingly been hiring Economics 

PhDs, many through specifically designed advanced de-

gree pipelines –  a trend that may surprise some. 

But why are these firms seeking out economists for 

their consulting teams, and what benefits do econo-

mists bring to the table? I spoke with a human resources 

manager from one of the Big 4 firms to learn more on 

the matter, and to help thousands of Economics PhDs 

like myself know our options better. 

First, it’s important to reiterate what an Economics PhD 

entails to figure out why these students are in demand. 

Economics is the study of how societies allocate scarce 

resources to satisfy unlimited wants and needs. An Eco-

nomics PhD program involves advanced coursework in 

BY Hanna SakHno 

Why are top management  
consulting firms increasingly  

hiring Economics PhDs?

microeconomics (the study of individual decision-mak-

ing) and macroeconomics (the study of the economy 

as a whole), as well as training in statistics, economet-

rics (the application of statistical methods to economic 

data), and mathematical modeling. PhD students also 

typically conduct independent research, which requires 

them to develop analytical skills, conceptual thinking, 

and the ability to identify patterns and trends in large 

amounts of data.

Strong analytical skills
Economics PhDs are trained to analyze data and identi-

fy patterns in the economy and society, discovering and 

testing trends that may not be immediately apparent. 

They are also skilled in developing hypotheses and test-

ing them using statistical models. 

Economics PhDs are trained to make sure no assump-

tion is left untested, and no conclusion is reached un-

proved. This makes them valuable assets to consulting 

teams, who often work with large amounts of informa-

tion and data, and need to make sense of it quickly in 

order to provide actionable insights to clients.

EconomicS SkillS arE in dEmand
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Familiarity with economic theory
Thanks to their rigorous training, Economics PhDs 

deeply understand economic theory. It provides them 

with a framework for understanding how different fac-

tors may impact a client’s business on both the micro-

economic (individuals and firms) and macroeconomic 

(industry and economy) levels. 

This theoretical background can be especially valuable 

when working with clients in industries that are un-

dergoing significant structural changes or facing new 

challenges, such as disruptive technology or geopoliti-

cal tensions. Someone who studied economics would be 

able to identify these changes and predict future impact 

on business.

data science skills 
PhDs with a degree in Economics gain diverse data sci-

ence skills in graduate school, including quantitative 

modeling and data visualization skills. They are trained 

to solve problems while ensuring that the results gener-

ated from statistical models are valid and reliable. 

Articulating methodology (‘Why should we employ 

this model?’) and conducting a series of robustness 

checks (‘Can we trust the results?’) are standard tools 

used by Economics PhD students when doing economic 

analysis. These skills can be especially valuable when 

working with clients who need data-driven insights to 

make key business decisions.

ability to conduct rigorous research
Doctorate programs in economics typically require stu-

dents to conduct independent research, which takes 

several years to complete. Economics PhD students 

design and manage their own research projects (or 

parts of them) as well as their own personal time and 

resources to keep the work going. 

This is a crucial skill for a consultant, as the nature of 

their job dictates independent work and the ability to 

multitask between projects. Economics PhD graduates 

come already prepared for this challenge. 

Strong communication skills
Effective communication is key in consulting work, as 

consultants need to be able to clearly explain complex 

concepts and findings to clients who may not have a 

background in economics. Economics PhDs are often 

skilled communicators, as they are used to presenting 

their research to both academic audiences and non-ex-

perts during graduate studies.

Breadth of knowledge
While Economics PhDs are often experts in their particular 

field, they also have broad knowledge of other areas of eco-

nomics, and related fields like finance and statistics. This 

breadth of knowledge can be valuable when working with 

clients who operate in diverse industries or who face com-

plex challenges that require a multidisciplinary approach.

Last but not least, corporate clients like working with 

smart people, and having a PhD on the team can be a big 

boost to credibility. Several qualities set consultants with 

a PhD degree in Economics apart: rigorous field knowl-

edge that Economics PhD students acquired during their 

training and through their independent research, scien-

tific integrity, global outlook, and a curious mind that is 

on a constant search for an intellectual challenge. 

Seeking a consulting job as an 
Economics Phd
Given these benefits, it’s not surprising that consulting 

firms are increasingly seeking out Economics PhDs for 

their teams. In fact, some firms have even started re-

cruiting directly from PhD programs, offering students 

the opportunity to transition their economics career 

from academia to consulting. 

As businesses face increasingly complex challenges, 

the need for data-driven insights and rigorous analysis 

will only continue to grow. In that sense, Economics 

PhDs bring unique skills and expertise to the table. Be 

sure to fully consider your employment options, and 

consider whether a consulting firm hiring economics 

PhDs could be the right place for you.

https://inomics.com/institution/collegio-carlo-alberto-1131318
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Welcome to the 2023 edition of the IN-

OMICS Awards, where we celebrate the in-

stitutions training and educating the next 

generation of economists around the world. 

The Awards recognize the most sought-af-

ter universities, economics schools, research 

centers, think tanks, banks, government in-

stitutions, and private enterprises. Awards 

recipients are institutions that listed their 

career and study opportunities on INOMICS 

in 2022, and compared to their peer institu-

tions were the most viewed and then used by 

INOMICS users.

The categories for the Awards aim to be 

comprehensive in scope, recognizing 

achievement across a wide variety of career 

and education needs. 

In each category, we highlight the Top 3 insti-

tutions and list the next seventeen beyond that 

for a list of the Top 20. They consist of: 

Top Employers, 

Top Training Course Organizers,

Top Places to Do a Master’s,

Top Places to Do a PhD,

Top Conference Organizers,

Top Summer School Organizers, and

Top Scholarship Providers

Each Award, and our method to grant them, 

reflects the interests and desires of INOMICS 

users. By aggregating the total interest in offers 

publicized on INOMICS per institution (defined 

by how many users viewed the listings and went 

on to enquire further), we identify the institu-

tions that are most “popular” in each category. 

These are granted an INOMICS Award.

As always, the INOMICS Team would like to 

applaud the incredible efforts of the hundreds 

of economics institutions that continue to train, 

encourage, and prepare the next generation of 

economists.

Here’s to an even more successful 2023! 

Top 3 Employers

•	  university of konstanz

•	  max planck institute for innovation and competition

•	  university of cape town

•	  university of mannheim

•	  università degli Studi di milano

•	  lancaster university management School

•	  universität Jena

•	  Swiss institute for Empirical Economic research of the 
university of St. gallen

•	  technische universität münchen - tum School of 
management

notable mentions - Top 20 EmployersTOP 20

•	  university of duisburg-Essen

•	  Joint research centre of the European commission

•	  Hanken School of Economics

•	  karlsruhe institute of technology (kit)

•	  deutsche Bundesbank

•	  Halle institute for Economic research (iWH) - member 
of the leibniz association

•	  university of St. gallen

•	  Heidelberg university

Top 3 Training course organizers

•	  city university of london

•	  lSE

•	  mcEmpirics

•	  leBow college of Business, drexel university

•	  toulouse School of Economics

•	  Ecomod

•	  austrian institute of Economic research (WiFo)

•	  radboud university

•	  Stanford university

notable mentions - Top 20 Training course organizersTOP 20

•	  university of amsterdam

•	  ESSEc Business School

•	  udemy

•	  World trade institute, university of Bern

•	  university of massachusetts amherst

•	  Birkbeck, university of london

•	  Faculty of Economics, Sapienza university of rome

•	  lancaster university management School

univErSitY  
oF cYpruS

kiEl inStitutE For tHE 
World EconomY (iFW kiEl)

dEpartmEnt oF EconomicS 
- univErSitY oF Bologna

SWiSS SociEtY oF HEaltH 
EconomicS (SggÖ)

gHEnt  
univErSitY

BarcElona ScHool  
oF EconomicS
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reflects the interests and desires of INOMICS 

users. By aggregating the total interest in offers 

publicized on INOMICS per institution (defined 

by how many users viewed the listings and went 

on to enquire further), we identify the institu-

tions that are most “popular” in each category. 

These are granted an INOMICS Award.

As always, the INOMICS Team would like to 

applaud the incredible efforts of the hundreds 

of economics institutions that continue to train, 

encourage, and prepare the next generation of 

economists.

Here’s to an even more successful 2023! 

Top 3 Employers

•	  university of konstanz

•	  max planck institute for innovation and competition

•	  university of cape town

•	  university of mannheim

•	  università degli Studi di milano

•	  lancaster university management School

•	  universität Jena

•	  Swiss institute for Empirical Economic research of the 
university of St. gallen

•	  technische universität münchen - tum School of 
management

notable mentions - Top 20 EmployersTOP 20

•	  university of duisburg-Essen

•	  Joint research centre of the European commission

•	  Hanken School of Economics

•	  karlsruhe institute of technology (kit)

•	  deutsche Bundesbank

•	  Halle institute for Economic research (iWH) - member 
of the leibniz association

•	  university of St. gallen

•	  Heidelberg university

Top 3 Training course organizers

•	  city university of london

•	  lSE

•	  mcEmpirics

•	  leBow college of Business, drexel university

•	  toulouse School of Economics

•	  Ecomod

•	  austrian institute of Economic research (WiFo)

•	  radboud university

•	  Stanford university

notable mentions - Top 20 Training course organizersTOP 20

•	  university of amsterdam

•	  ESSEc Business School

•	  udemy

•	  World trade institute, university of Bern

•	  university of massachusetts amherst

•	  Birkbeck, university of london

•	  Faculty of Economics, Sapienza university of rome

•	  lancaster university management School

univErSitY  
oF cYpruS

kiEl inStitutE For tHE 
World EconomY (iFW kiEl)

dEpartmEnt oF EconomicS 
- univErSitY oF Bologna

SWiSS SociEtY oF HEaltH 
EconomicS (SggÖ)

gHEnt  
univErSitY

BarcElona ScHool  
oF EconomicS
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https://inomics.com/institution/swiss-society-of-health-economics-sggoe-1145564
https://inomics.com/institution/ghent-university-faculty-of-economics-and-business-administration-1132992
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Top 3 Places to do a master’s

notable mentions - Top 20 Places to do a master’sTOP 20

Top 3 Places to do a Phd

•	  collegio carlo alberto

•	  university of Surrey

•	  university of Bologna

•	  university of alicante

•	  cEmFi

•	  luiss guido carli university of rome

•	  imt School for advanced Studies lucca

•	  university of padova

•	  diW graduate center

•	  Halle institute for Economic research

•	  munich graduate School of Economics

•	  monash university

•	  deakin university

•	  geneva School of Economics and management

•	  university of St.gallen

•	  university college dublin

•	  Berlin School of Economics

rEviEW oF Socio-Economic 
pErSpEctivES (rSEp)

univErSitY  
oF St.gallEn

univErSitY  
oF oxFord

univErSitY  
oF colognE

maStErS intErnational 
rESEarcH and dEvElopmEnt 

cEntEr (mirdEc)

univErSitY  
oF luxEmBourg

univErSitY  
oF St. gallEn (gSErm)

univErSitY  
oF mannHEim

dE nEdErlandScHE  
Bank (dnB)

univErSità dEgli Studi  
di BErgamo

timBErlakE
ruHr graduatE ScHool  

in EconomicS
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Top 3 conference organizers

•	 Eco-Ena

•	 Euro-mediterranean Economists association – EmEa

•	 indian Society of labour Economics (iSlE)

•	 university of milano-Bicocca - department of Economics

•	 italian Economic association

•	 icodEcon (university of the peloponnese)

•	 ruhr graduate School of Economics

•	 university of Sassari and ca’ Foscari university of venice

•	 university of malta / the international Strategic 
management association

notable mentions - Top 20 conference organizersTOP 20

•	 vienna university of Economics and Business

•	 international trade and Finance association (itFa)

•	 Bucharest university of Economic Studies

•	 Ecomod School of modeling and data Science

•	 international atlantic Economic Society

•	 international centre for Economic analysis  
(icEa)

•	 cESifo / venice international university

•	 Spanish association of international Economics  
and Finance (aEEFi) / university of málaga

Top 3 Summer School organizers

notable mentions - Top 20 Summer School organizers

•	  vu amsterdam

•	  university of Barcelona

•	  university of Surrey

•	  university of glasgow

•	  cEmFi

•	  university of Split

•	  Barcelona School of Economics

•	  tinbergen institute

•	  paris School of Economics

TOP 20

•	  Business data Science (Erasmus university rotterdam, the 
university of amsterdam and vrije universiteit amsterdam)

•	  amSE

•	  toulouse School of Economics

•	  Wouter J. den Haan / lSE / cFm

•	  university of minho

•	  tStat

•	  nova School of Business and Economics

•	  max planck institute for tax law and public Finance

notable mentions - Top 20 Places to do a PhdTOP 20

•	  university of neuchâtel

•	  tinbergen institute (ti)

•	  university of Edinburgh

•	  university of Barcelona

•	  Barcelona School of Economics

•	  université catholique de louvain - Economics School 
of louvain (ESl)

•	  the university of Surrey

•	  nova School of Business and Economics

•	  roma tre university

•	  university of Bologna

•	  Singapore management university

•	  collegio carlo alberto

•	  Julius-maximilians university Würzburg

•	  Business data Science (Erasmus university rotterdam, 
the university of amsterdam and vrije universiteit 
amsterdam)

•	  idEa - autonomous university of Barcelona

•	  university of Basel

•	  the new School
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http://
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https://inomics.com/institution/1132203
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notable mentions - Top 20 Places to do a master’sTOP 20

Top 3 Places to do a Phd
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•	  university of Surrey

•	  university of Bologna

•	  university of alicante

•	  cEmFi

•	  luiss guido carli university of rome

•	  imt School for advanced Studies lucca

•	  university of padova

•	  diW graduate center

•	  Halle institute for Economic research

•	  munich graduate School of Economics

•	  monash university

•	  deakin university
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•	  university college dublin

•	  Berlin School of Economics
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Top 3 conference organizers

•	 Eco-Ena
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•	 indian Society of labour Economics (iSlE)

•	 university of milano-Bicocca - department of Economics

•	 italian Economic association

•	 icodEcon (university of the peloponnese)

•	 ruhr graduate School of Economics

•	 university of Sassari and ca’ Foscari university of venice

•	 university of malta / the international Strategic 
management association

notable mentions - Top 20 conference organizersTOP 20

•	 vienna university of Economics and Business

•	 international trade and Finance association (itFa)

•	 Bucharest university of Economic Studies

•	 Ecomod School of modeling and data Science

•	 international atlantic Economic Society

•	 international centre for Economic analysis  
(icEa)

•	 cESifo / venice international university

•	 Spanish association of international Economics  
and Finance (aEEFi) / university of málaga

Top 3 Summer School organizers

notable mentions - Top 20 Summer School organizers

•	  vu amsterdam

•	  university of Barcelona

•	  university of Surrey

•	  university of glasgow

•	  cEmFi

•	  university of Split

•	  Barcelona School of Economics

•	  tinbergen institute

•	  paris School of Economics

TOP 20
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•	  tStat

•	  nova School of Business and Economics

•	  max planck institute for tax law and public Finance

notable mentions - Top 20 Places to do a PhdTOP 20
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•	  university of Edinburgh
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•	  Barcelona School of Economics

•	  université catholique de louvain - Economics School 
of louvain (ESl)

•	  the university of Surrey

•	  nova School of Business and Economics

•	  roma tre university

•	  university of Bologna

•	  Singapore management university

•	  collegio carlo alberto

•	  Julius-maximilians university Würzburg

•	  Business data Science (Erasmus university rotterdam, 
the university of amsterdam and vrije universiteit 
amsterdam)

•	  idEa - autonomous university of Barcelona

•	  university of Basel

•	  the new School
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Top 3 Scholarship Providers

•	 institute for Employment research (iaB)

•	 idEa - autonomous university of Barcelona

•	 university of kent

•	 trinity college dublin

•	 cEmFi

•	 unicredit Foundation

•	 iSctE-iul — instituto universitário de lisboa

•	 universitat autònoma de Barcelona

•	 university of Queensland

notable mentions - Top 20 Scholarship ProvidersTOP 20

•	 university of konstanz

•	 university of verona

•	 university of liverpool

•	 newcastle university Business School

•	 Foundation of the national Bank of Slovakia

•	 kings Business School, kings college  
london

•	 copenhagen Business School

•	 E-axes Forum

aFrican Economic 
rESEarcH conSortium 

(aErc)

doctoral ScHool oF 
Social SciEncES, univErSitY 

oF trEnto

univErSité  
pariS-daupHinE

The Economics Network is the 
largest and longest-established 
academic organisation devoted 
to improving the teaching and 
learning of economics in higher 
education. 

We offer:

• Europe’s premier international Economics 
education conference. 

• Training for early career economics staff and 
graduate teaching assistants. 

• Bespoke workshops for university departments. 

• Teaching ideas and resources including a 
Handbook for Economics Lecturers and 
teaching case studies. 

• Educational resources, searchable by topic, 
that can be integrated into course materials.

www.economicsnetwork.ac.uk
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Around the world, economists are paid well compared 

to other occupations. This may not be a surprise, but 

how much economists are paid, how different employ-

ers compare in terms of pay, and other factors (such as 

“is an economics PhD worth the pay increase?”) may 

be less clear to burgeoning economists.

 

This article will shed some light on these questions and 

more using our data from the 2022 INOMICS Salary 

Report. Read on to learn more about which employers 

pay economists the most, regional differences in econ-

omist salaries, and more.

This article will discuss both academic and non-aca-

demic (or “industry”) economists. If you’re curious 

about the differences between these two general types 

of economists, you should read our article written by 

an economist who has worked in both spheres, “Policy 

or academic economist: which should I become?”.

Regardless of an economists’ chosen path, how much can 

one expect to earn, and which positions earn the most?

an overview of Economist Salaries 
Globally
As mentioned above, many organizations value the spe-

cialized skills that economists bring to the table. Figure 

1 was constructed from our 2022 Salary Report data 

and shows how average economist pay varies according 

to different types of employer around the world.

Figure 1 shows average economist salaries by a few 

types of employer in different regions around the world 

(note that a handful of series are excluded due to sam-

ple size issues, i.e. government in East Asia & Austral-

asia). Two things stand out from this figure. First, av-

erage pay in North America is very high, while average 

pay in Western Europe & Scandinavia and East Asia & 

Australasia are the next highest on average. The other 

regions of the world are more comparable with each 

other (we will explore each region individually later on 

in the article).

Second, central banks appear to pay economists the 

most on average. Readers might be interested in the very 

high central bank salaries in East Asia & Australasia; the 

entire sample of central bank economists from the re-

gion in our survey are located in Hong Kong, which is 

a high-paying city in its part of the world. Private busi-

nesses (not pictured) and governments also pay quite 

well in general, with the exception that government pay 

in North America appears to be lower than other op-

tions there. Meanwhile, research institutions and NGOs 

(neither of which are pictured) appear to pay the least, 

though the difference is not stark.

While this graph is interesting, we must account for 

the fact that highly educated economists are paid more. 

Therefore the proportion of PhD-holding economists in 

each role should be accounted for to get an even more 

accurate picture of economist pay.

Salary Breakdown by Type of 
Employer and level of Education
Some employers, like central banks, are more likely to re-

quire an economics PhD. Thus, on average these employ-

ers offer higher salaries for their highly educated work-

force. On this basis, it is useful to differentiate between 

the level of education when comparing salaries offered 

by different types of employers. This breakdown can be 

seen for each region in Figures 2 – 9. 

Note that our survey data lacks a sufficient sample size 

of Bachelor’s degree respondents to subdivide Bache-

BY SEan mcclung

Which economists are paid  
the most, and where?

inomicS Salary rEPorT
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Top 3 Scholarship Providers
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notable mentions - Top 20 Scholarship ProvidersTOP 20
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lor’s economists by employer type. This is partially be-

cause most economists attain at least a Master’s degree; 

it is rare, though not impossible, for an economist to 

develop their career with only a Bachelor’s degree.

These salaries are presented in thousands of USD, and 

were converted using purchasing power parity data tak-

en from the World Bank1 (PPP conversion accurate as 

of January 20, 2023).

In North America, a PhD in economics has a clear 

payoff in terms of salary, especially for university and 

private business positions. Government, NGO, and re-

search institution roles pay less of a premium for PhDs, 

but even these still pay roughly 35-40% higher salaries 

to PhDs than for Master’s degree holders. The lowest 

pay gap is at central banks, but these institutions tend to 

hire only accomplished economists with many years of 

experience. Getting a job at a central bank with only a 

Master’s degree likely requires extensive years of expe-

rience that early-career economists don’t have.

In Western Europe and Scandinavia, a PhD in econom-

ics also has a clear payoff in terms of salary for universi-

ty, research institution, and private business positions. 

However, other roles feature less pronounced differenc-

es. Economists who wish to work in government or in 

an NGO in Western Europe ought to examine the local 

conditions and the payoff of a PhD in their country and 

subdiscipline to assess if it’s worth it. Central banks also 

do not appear to pay a premium for PhD economists 

in this region, but again these institutions tend to hire 

economists with many years of experience, so getting a 

job at one with only a Master’s degree as an early-career 

economist might be difficult.

In East Asia and Australasia, economists with a PhD en-

joy a significant pay increase in university, research in-

stitution, and private business positions. Central banks 

once again pay the most for economists in this region, 

though no central bankers with a Master’s degree re-

sponded to the survey in this region, perhaps suggest-

ing that central banks are less likely to hire economists 

without a PhD in East Asian / Australasian countries. 

In this region, a PhD appears to be well worth the in-

vestment of time and effort. NGO or charity and gov-

ernment roles are not included due to small sample size.

In Central, Southern and Eastern Europe, starting a ca-

reer as an economist with only a Master’s degree is fea-

sible, but a PhD is an excellent investment in terms of 

salary. Almost every employer type in this region pays a 

premium for an economics PhD. An interesting excep-

tion are central banks, which actually feature higher av-

erage pay for economists with a Master’s degree. Again, 

it’s important to note that getting a job at a central bank 

usually requires years of experience and demonstrated 

expertise; it’s possible that central banks in this region 

do not emphasize a PhD as strongly as extensive work 

experience when recruiting economists. NGO and char-

ity roles are excluded due to small sample size.

In South Asia, universities and private businesses pay a 

(relative) premium for economists with a PhD. Econo-

mists in these roles stand to gain much from pursuing a 

PhD. Meanwhile, Research institution pay is about equal 

for economists with a Master’s or a PhD. A large amount 

of highly-paid, Master’s degree-holding economists in 

NGO and charity roles work in this region. In fact, the 

highest paid role in these regions appear to be for those 

types of economists. This could be due to foreign invest-

ment or aid programs, which typically spend money on 

projects that industry economists – not academic ones 

– would manage, or other factors. Central bank roles are 

not reported here due to small sample size.

In the Caribbean, South America, and Central Ameri-

ca, a PhD in economics appears to be a worthwhile in-

vestment. Almost every position pays a premium for an 

economist with a PhD in this region; those at private 

businesses and NGOs or charities stand to gain the most 

from attaining a PhD. One exception is government 

roles, where economists with a Master’s degree slightly 

out-earn PhD economists on average.

The Middle East, Central Asia, and North Africa is 

similar to the Caribbean, Central and South America 

region. Here too, a PhD in economics pays off very 

well. Every employer except for NGOs pay a premium 

for an economist with a PhD in this region. The high-

est earners appear to be PhD economists in univer-

sities and in government, alongside Master’s degree 

holders in NGOs. But, in this region NGO pay is very 

high. Like with South Asia, it’s possible this is due to 

foreign aid or investment being sent for projects or 

investments that are closely related to industry econo-

mists’ jobs, which in general may not require as much 

education as academic economist roles.

Africa is a unique region when it comes to economist 

pay. Pay in government and for private companies fol-

lows a similar pattern as other regions, where a PhD in 

economics grants a sizeable increase in pay. Universi-

ties still follow this pattern, though pay at universities 

in African countries typically appears lower compared 

to other economist jobs in Africa relative to the rest of 

the world. Besides this, economists with a Master’s de-

gree earn decent pay in other roles. Unless one wishes to 

work for the government or a private organization in Af-

rica, a Master’s degree in economics might be sufficient. 

Figure 2:  Average salary by position and degree in North 

America (USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)

Figure 1:  Regional average salaries by employer type (USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)

Figure 3: Average salary by position and degree in 

Western Europe and Scandinavia (USD, PPP-adjusted, 

thousands)

Figure 4: Average salary by position and degree in East 

Asia & Australasia (USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)

Figure 5:  Average salary by position and degree in Central, 

Southern & Eastern Europe (USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)
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The most highly paid academic 
economists out-earn most industry 
economists
It may appear from these graphs that academic econ-

omists earn less money than their counterparts in in-

dustry. While the value of a PhD is clear in certain cas-

es, like with high private company pay, it might not be 

clear whether it’s worth it pay-wise to enter academia. 

However, these averages by employer type mask one 

important fact: professors of economics earn much 

more money than non-professor-level economists em-

ployed at universities. In fact, professors of economics 

earn salaries that are comparable to the highest earners 

in industry. This can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10 shows that industry positions pay more than 

academic positions on average, but economics profes-

sor (and to a lesser extent, associate professor) salaries 

are comparable to high-paying industry positions. Pro-

fessors of economics on average are only outpaid by ex-

ecutive leadership roles.

Thus, new economics PhDs should not be discouraged 

from entering academia by somewhat lower salaries 

shown in the regional breakdowns. Although indus-

try economists will out-earn most academics in junior 

roles, a full professor of economics salary makes up the 

difference, only out-earned by executive leadership 

roles.

Are you curious to learn more about economist sala-

ries? Help INOMICS analyze even more about the state 

of pay in economics by answering our anonymous Sala-

ry Survey. It only takes a couple of minutes and is avail-

able here: https://inomics.com/salary-survey. After an-

swering the survey, you’ll have the option to subscribe 

for early access to the results, published in the fourth 

quarter of each year.

And if you’re looking to take the next step in your ca-

reer as an economist, we can help. Check out available 

courses, jobs, and programs to find the next skill, de-

gree, or job in your path as an economist. No matter 

your choice of degree or position, economists have 

much to offer – and their compensation often reflects 

their valuable skills, and the contributions they make to 

the economy (and society) around them.

Sources:

International Comparison Program, World Bank | 

World Development Indicators database, World Bank 

| Eurostat-OECD PPP Programme.

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/PA.NUS.PPP.

Figure 6: Average salary by position and degree in South 

Asia (USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)

Figure 7: Average salary by position and degree in 

Caribbean, South & Central America (USD, PPP-

adjusted, thousands)

Figure 8:  Average salary by position and degree in Middle 

East, Central Asia & North Africa (USD, PPP-adjusted, 

thousands)

Figure 9:  Average salary by position and degree in Africa 

(USD, PPP-adjusted, thousands)

Figure 10: Average salaries for economist jobs globally (USD, thousands, PPP-

adjusted)

https://www.tstattraining.eu/
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The Salary Report (https://inomics.com/salary-re-

port) is our annual report on the state of economist sal-

aries worldwide, giving our readers unique insight into 

the state of the economics job market. Our 2022 edition 

assessed average economist salaries by sector, region, 

type of employer, gender, and educational background. 

Further, the Report included an analysis of the  recov-

ery of the economics job market since the pandemic, 

and our most comprehensive examination yet of the 

gender wage gap in economics.

The information presented in the Salary Report helps 

economists, no matter their background or career 

stage, make informed career decisions and learn more 

about their field. Some of the key observations from 

last year’s Report include:

 PhD economists earn 50% more on average than 

those without a PhD.

 In North America, the highest-paying region on 

average, this difference is higher: PhD economists 

earn 73% more on average than those with a Mas-

ter’s degree.

 Although 50% is a substantial difference, this is 

narrower than was reported in the 2021 Report; 

average pay for economists with Bachelor’s and 

Master’s degrees has risen more (32.1% and 26.3% 

respectively) than for PhDs (just over 7%).

 Overall, economist salaries have increased on av-

erage by approximately 18% since the previous 

2021 survey. Increases in average salary can be 

observed across all regions, although the rate of 

increase varies.

 Fallout from the pandemic appears to be ending. 

16.6% fewer Bachelor’s degree holders and 14.0% 

fewer Master’s degree holders were unemployed 

during this survey period compared to last year. 

Additionally, job conditions in the field appear to 

be improving.

 The highest-paying employers for economists in 

most regions are central banks, then private com-

panies.

 Despite high industry pay, professors of econom-

ics make average salaries comparable to or better 

than their counterparts in industry.

 The gender pay gap persists in economics, with 

most places of employment paying men at least 

10% more than women on average. This is exac-

erbated by the glass ceiling; proportionally fewer 

women are found in senior roles.

 COVID-19 increased remote work in most re-

gions. Globally, 56% of economists work more 

remotely than since before the pandemic.

For a detailed discussion of these insights and many 

more, see the INOMICS Salary Report 2022.

Help us continue this research by filling in our anon-

ymous annual salary survey. It only takes a couple of 

minutes and is available here: https://inomics.com/

salary-survey. Upon completion of the survey, you 

will have the option to subscribe for early access to 

the results, expected in late 2023.

The data you anonymously provide will be used to 

create the 2023 edition of the INOMICS Salary Report. 

With more survey responses, we can introduce even 

more analyses and insights into the state of the eco-

nomics job market.

BY tHE inomicS tEam

INOMICS Salary Report

H E L P  U S  R E S E A R C H
T H E  E C O N O M I C S  J O B

M A R K E T  
The data you anonymously

provide will be used to create
the next edition of the INOMICS

Salary Report, our annual
research project to discover

trends and insights about the
job market for economists.

go to INOMICS.COM/SALARY-SURVEY

https://www.ets.org/gre.html
https://inomics.com/salary-report
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Marcel Fratzscher: What is your favorite place on earth? Javier Gómez-Pineda: To start with, I would like to ex-

press my gratitude for this interview and having the op-

portunity to share my thoughts.

My favorite place on earth is where you can share with 

your loved ones. To me, it is home.

As for places you get to be around as an economist, I 

would say my favorite place would be the macro semi-

nar at the University of Chicago. As a student at Chica-

go, I had the chance to see several papers being greatly 

improved by comments from the audience. I recall once 

or twice Gary Becker gave incredible micro feedback to 

two macro papers.  

MF: Outside of economics, what occupation would you 

have if you could be absolutely anything?

JGP: I think I would be a civil engineer to help improve in-

frastructure in Colombia. As an economist, in a way I hap-

pened to be sort of a civil engineer when I got involved in 

the implementation of the inflation targeting framework 

in Colombia back in 2000. However, I would choose in 

the first, second and third place to be an economist. 

MF: What is the virtue you appreciate the most? JGP: An important virtue is that of studiousness. At 

whatever level you consider, studiousness enables you 

to better understand and help improve the world you 

live in. Working in research and teaching is a privilege 

and a continuous opportunity to exercise this virtue. 

Students should keep in mind that knowledge is not 

something that ends at graduation, you always have to 

keep learning and maintain yourself actively, even if 

you are not in a research or teaching job.

President of the DIW Berlin and well-known mac-

roeconomist, Prof. Dr. Marcel Fratzscher poses the 

questions for accomplished central banker and author 

Dr. Javier G. Gómez-Pineda in this latest INOMICS in-

terview, where we ask economists for their thoughts 

about life and economics. Dr. Gómez-Pineda gracious-

ly took to the spotlight in this latest round. The inter-

view, dubbed Fratzscher vs. Gómez-Pineda, dives into 

the importance of the Lucas critique, role models for 

women in economics, the challenges with maintaining 

global financial market stability (while still allowing 

for growth for emerging economies), how economics 

can contribute to climate policy, and more. 

The interview with Dr. Gómez-Pineda offers an inter-

esting look into the thoughts of an accomplished central 

banker. For early-career economists in particular, It is 

not only enlightening but full of essential advice, not 

least the importance of continuous learning and read-

ing. Our advice – start your reading here!

Javier G. Gómez-Pineda is Senior Economist (Investi-

gador Principal) at Banco de la República (the central 

bank of Colombia). He also teaches Monetary Econom-

ics at Universidad del Rosario in Bogotá. His research 

interests are in Monetary Economics and International 

Economics; he is author of the textbook Dinero, ban-

ca y mercados emergentes, los países emergentes en la 

economía global, 2010, Ed. Alfaomega; and he holds a 

PhD in Economics from the University of Chicago. 

MF: Your all-time favorite figure in economics? JGP: Robert Lucas. Thanks to the Lucas critique, we no 

longer rely on those unsafe reduced-form econometric 

equations. It is also thanks to the rational expectations 

revolution that we now routinely use rational expecta-

tions DSGE monetary policy models, although we have 

had to amend them with frictions so that they are not 

too forward-looking. Finally, I think the methodological 

approach of welfare evaluation is one that continues to 

bear fruit as progress continues in macroeconomics.

MF: Your # 1 economics blog? JGP: I read VoxEU CEPR to learn about the work of 

several macroeconomists who share their views there. 

Also, as I drive to teach my course on Monetary Theory, 

I listen to the Macro Musings podcasts of the Mercatus 

Center of George Mason University.

His interview responses to Dr. Fratzscher’s queries are below. 
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BY marcEl FratzScHEr

Fratzscher vs Gómez-Pineda:   
the INOMICS Questionnaire
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least the importance of continuous learning and read-

ing. Our advice – start your reading here!

Javier G. Gómez-Pineda is Senior Economist (Investi-

gador Principal) at Banco de la República (the central 

bank of Colombia). He also teaches Monetary Econom-

ics at Universidad del Rosario in Bogotá. His research 

interests are in Monetary Economics and International 

Economics; he is author of the textbook Dinero, ban-

ca y mercados emergentes, los países emergentes en la 

economía global, 2010, Ed. Alfaomega; and he holds a 

PhD in Economics from the University of Chicago. 

MF: Your all-time favorite figure in economics? JGP: Robert Lucas. Thanks to the Lucas critique, we no 

longer rely on those unsafe reduced-form econometric 

equations. It is also thanks to the rational expectations 

revolution that we now routinely use rational expecta-

tions DSGE monetary policy models, although we have 

had to amend them with frictions so that they are not 

too forward-looking. Finally, I think the methodological 

approach of welfare evaluation is one that continues to 

bear fruit as progress continues in macroeconomics.

MF: Your # 1 economics blog? JGP: I read VoxEU CEPR to learn about the work of 

several macroeconomists who share their views there. 

Also, as I drive to teach my course on Monetary Theory, 

I listen to the Macro Musings podcasts of the Mercatus 

Center of George Mason University.

His interview responses to Dr. Fratzscher’s queries are below. 
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JGP: Every student is special and different in his or her 

own way and worth the best teaching effort. That said, 

in my opinion, the ideal student is the one that later be-

comes your co-author. That turn of the matters means 

that the student had been motivated enough to learn the 

material and develop his or her vocation, hopefully be-

coming a better version of him or herself.

MF: What should be done to address a gender bias in 

research in economics?

JGP: Although I am not very knowledgeable about 

this topic, in my humble opinion I understand that 

the gender bias in research in economics could be ex-

pected to improve as a consequence of the influence 

of current female role models on school enrollment. 

There are currently outstanding role models in aca-

demia, such as Esther Duflo, as well as in policy insti-

tutions such as the IMF, the Fed and the ECB, such as 

Kristalina Georgieva, Gita Gopinath, Janet Yellen, and 

even cases of lawyers working on economic issues, 

such as Christine Lagarde.

MF: Your ideal student?

MF: What is the most promising current research field 

or issue in economics?

JGP: Macrofinancial policy and its effect on financial 

deepening would be an area with high potential, partic-

ularly in emerging markets and developing economies. 

We saw the cost of loose macroprudential standards 

on financial crises in emerging and developing econo-

mies in the 1997-1999 financial crisis and in advanced 

economies in the 2008-2009 financial crisis. Since then, 

several macroprudential instruments have been put 

in place and the amplitude of the financial cycle has 

been tamed. Although good in themselves, these poli-

cies could have subdued financial deepening and hence 

growth. Then, the challenge is two-fold:  a stable finan-

cial system and progress in financial deepening.

MF: Where does economic research have the most 

influence on policy-making?

JGP: The most influence has definitely been in mone-

tary policy. The controversy between monetarists and 

Keynesians that lasted for about the complete second 

half of the past century led to a fruitful synthesis, the 

New Neoclassical Synthesis (NNS). It is a practical the-

ory for monetary policy making, a language for commu-

nication between monetary policymakers and the core 

of the forward looking operative procedure of central 

banks. As someone [ed: the psychologist Kurt Lewin in 

1952] once said, there is nothing more practical than a 

good theory; this point of view I think applies very well 

to the NNS and its practical use in monetary policy. 

MF: On what issues should policy listen more to 

economists?

JGP: Economics has much to contribute to any field that 

involves incentives. Rational choice is our grand piece 

of theory that we can export to contribute to other dis-

ciplines. The homo economicus behaves rationally and 

can also respond to changes in incentives, as dictated 

by policy.

One policy field where incentives can induce change in 

behavior is in climate policy. Incentives should be par-

amount in articulating and implementing tax and subsi-

dy climate policies and in inducing change in behavior.  

Another area where incentives can be put to work at 

great benefit is road traffic. Congestion taxes can con-

tribute to a more efficient use of roads as a public good 

that is in short supply. I am sensitive to this issue given 

my long commuting times in Bogotá. Finally, market 

competition can help improve living standards in all 

markets that are not natural monopolies. Examples are 

the educational and health systems. 

Thank you! 

MF: What is your career advice to a young economics 

researcher?

MF: What is the most misguided research agenda in 

economics?

JGP: Misguided literally means with the wrong guide. 

When we listen to the weather forecast in the morning, 

we do not get yesterday’s weather, but a forecast for 

the future of the day or the week. Yet our models and 

analysis have too often been retrospective, backward 

looking. Thanks to the rational expectations revolution 

and the view of economics as something you can put 

in a computer and run, as Robert Lucas has said, we 

have come to routinely run prospective, forward-look-

ing models that enable us to situate ourselves in what 

matters. At the other extreme, we have also had to 

amend overly forward-looking models because they 

lose touch with reality, with the data. In that sense, a 

well-guided research agenda means a fair amount of 

forward-looking weight in our models and analyses.

JGP: My advice would be to always read with a hum-

ble attitude rather than being too critical. Read, always 

aiming to learn from your colleagues. Read and read 

a lot. Then you will find where you would like to put 

your effort. Then think, think about your arguments 

and theses, and then, only then, be critical - of your 

own work. To improve your thinking, engage with oth-

ers and work in groups.
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mSc in FinancE and EconomicS - Financial 
EconomicS track

University of Luxembourg

Kirchberg,  
Luxembourg

April each year

https://inomics.com/post/1506715

maStEr oF SciEncE in appliEd EconomicS

University of Neuchâtel

Neuchâtel,  
Switzerland

Open year-round

https://inomics.com/post/1505035

maStEr in Economic rESEarcH

Cerge-EI

Prague,  
Czech Republic

March and August  
each year

https://inomics.com/post/1530725

rESEarcH maStEr in BuSinESS data SciEncE

Business Data Science (Erasmus University  

Rotterdam, University of Amsterdam  

and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam)

Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

May each year

https://inomics.com/post/1499803

Recommended Master’s Programs

mSc in QuantitativE EconomicS  
and FinancE

University of Luxembourg

Kirchberg,  
Luxembourg

April & July  
each year

https://inomics.com/post/1457659

maStEr in FinancE, inSurancE,  
and riSk managEmEnt

Collegio Carlo Alberto

Turin, Italy June each year

https://inomics.com/post/1225577

The Master in Finance, Insurance and Risk Management 
prepares you for a career in highly-skilled jobs in the fi-
nancial industry. Graduates use their advanced quantita-
tive finance and econometrics skills in asset management, 
banks, insurers, hedge funds, consulting firms and major 
corporations.  Such skills also open up opportunities in in-
stitutions like central banks, regulators, sovereign wealth 
funds and sovereign organisations. The outstanding aca-
demic background provided by the program also allows 
graduate students fast-track access to PhD programs in 
finance.

maStEr in EconomicS and FinancE

University of Naples Federico II

Naples, Italy June each year 

https://inomics.com/post/1534357

lm(Ec)2 – tWo YEar maStEr’S programmE  
in EconomicS and EconomEtricS

University of Bologna

Bologna, Italy June each year

https://inomics.com/post/1532764

lmaEm – tWo YEar maStEr’S program in 
appliEd EconomicS and markEtS

University of Bologna

Bologna, Italy June every year

https://inomics.com/post/1532770

lmEpp – tWo-YEar maStEr’S program  
in EconomicS and puBlic policY

University of Bologna

Bologna, Italy June each year

https://inomics.com/post/1532763

maStEr in EconomicS and FinancE

CEMFI

 Madrid, Spain May each year 

https://inomics.com/post/799448 

maStEr’S program in EconomicS  
(idEa) - BarcElona

Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona

Barcelona, Spain June each year

https://inomics.com/post1530402

BSE maStEr’S programS in EconomicS, 
FinancE and data SciEncE

Barcelona Graduate School of Economics

Barcelona, Spain  June each year

https://inomics.com/post/1497049

maStEr in EconomicS

University of Barcelona

Barcelona, Spain June each year

https://inomics.com/post/103259

https://inomics.com/post/1457659
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Recommended Summer Schools  
and Courses
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mSc in EconomicS

ISCTE-IUL — Instituto Universitário de Lisboa

Lisbon,  
Portugal

August every year

https://inomics.com/post/933683

The MSc in Economics is a full-time, two-year Program, 
fully taught in English. It is designed for students who 
wish to obtain a rigorous, in-depth education in econom-
ic theory and policy at the graduate level, to prepare a 
successful career as professional economists working for 
central banks, the banking industry, government insti-
tutions, and international organizations or as economic 
advisors and financial consultants. It also provides a rig-
orous preparation for students who wish to advance to a 
PhD program.

SuStainaBlE impact analYSiS  
- Sia maStEr oF SciEncE

pariS ScHool oF EconomicS

Paris, France July every year

https://inomics.com/post/1115198

maStEr’S in EconomicS

NOVA School of Business and Economics

Carcavelos,  
Portugal

May every year

https://inomics.com/post/1509387

maStEr’S in intErnational dEvElopmEnt & 
puBlic policY

NOVA School of Business and Economics

Carcavelos, Portugal May every year

https://inomics.com/post/1509338

maStErS programmES at tHE ScHool oF 
EconomicS

The University of Surrey

Guildford,  
United Kingdom

July every year

https://inomics.com/post/400304

maStEr’S programmE in EconomicS

University of St.Gallen

St.Gallen,  
Switzerland

April each year

https://inomics.com/post/1327286

Recommended Master’s Programs

EconomEtricS, BioStatiSticS and  
StatiStical training

TStat Training

Various and Online Ongoing

https://inomics.com/institution/1129967

Each year our training portfolio offers academics, biostat-
isticians, medics, economists, market analysts, researchers 
and public health sector professionals in both Italy and the 
European Union, a comprehensive array of training ini-
tiatives ranging from one day workshop, intensive online 
courses, on-site training and residential summer schools.
Today, TStat is an important point of reference for re-
searchers in both the private and public sector, needing to: 
acquire new analytical skills; study the latest econometri-
cal or statistical developments in their field, or simply re-
fresh their existing analytical “tool-box”.

tinBErgEn inStitutE SummEr ScHool

Tinbergen Institute (TI)

3 July - 25 August, 2023

Amsterdam or Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands

1 June 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1533322

cEmFi SummEr ScHool 2023

CEMFI

21 August - 15 September, 2023

Madrid, Spain 9 June 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1160460

mEtHodS and toolS For macroEconomiStS

University of Oxford

6 - 8 June 2023

Oxford, United Kingdom  
/ Online via Zoom

2 June 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1532662

Professor Jesus Fernandez-Villaverde from the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania will be teaching this hands-on course. 
The course is open to students and practitioners in mac-
roeconomics and aims to introduce participants to cutting 
edge methods and tools to develop macroeconomic mod-
els that account for heterogeneity. 
The course can be attended either in person or remotely 
via Zoom. Applied sessions will be offered to the in-per-
son participants only, and the written material of those 
sessions will be made available to remote participants.

https://inomics.com/post/1457659
https://inomics.com/post/1521859
https://inomics.com/post/1522902
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EconomicS oF SciEncE and innovation 
SummEr ScHool

University of Barcelona

10 - 27 July 2023

Barcelona, Spain 31 May 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1533792

This course is intended to introduce participants to select-
ed topics in the economics of innovation, such as science, 
intellectual property, and knowledge spillovers. Overall 
emphasis will be on empirical analysis and policy impli-
cations, while formal mathematical modelling will remain 
in the background.
The programme will introduce participants to the most 
relevant theoretical and empirical questions in the eco-
nomics of science and innovation. In addition to it, partic-
ipants will also learn and discuss the various methodolo-
gies for tackling open questions in the field.

Ecomod ScHool oF modEling and  
data SciEncE praguE, czEcH rEpuBlic

EcoMod School of Modeling and Data

Prague, Czech Republic
26 - 30 June 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1532119

16tH BSE SummEr ScHool 2022: EconomicS, 
FinancE, data SciEncE, and rElatEd FiEldS

Barcelona School of Economics

9 June - 14 July, 2023

Barcelona, Spain 6 June, 2022

https://inomics.com/post/1532179

BuSinESS data SciEncE - SummEr ScHool

Business Data Science

3 July - 28 July, 2023

Amsterdam or Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands

https://inomics.com/post/1533235

intErnational doctoral courSES and  
SEminarS in HEaltH EconomicS and policY

Swiss Society of Health Economics (sggö)

Ongoing

Lucerne, Switzerland Ongoing

https://inomics.com/post/98692

cimS onlinE SummEr ScHoolS on  
macroEconomicS/dSgE (Foundation  
or advancEd) and intErnational  
tradE/gravitY modElS

University of Surrey

11 September - 20 September, 2023

Guildford, UK
3 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535279

nonparamEtric and SEmiparamEtric  
mEtHodS in EconomicS and FinancE  
BY/WitH olivEr linton

University of Minho

10 July - 13 July 2023

Braga, Portugal 30 June 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535866

proFESSional courSE: SuStainaBlE FinancE 
and invEStmEnt

Barcelona School of Economics

4 October - 6 October 2023

Barcelona, Spain
29 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535867

oxFord EconomicS SummEr ScHool

University of Oxford

11 - 15 September 2023

Oxford, United Kingdom
1 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1532663

Our September Summer School gives you the opportunity 
to complete advanced economics courses taught by inter-
nationally renowned economists, whilst immersing your-
self in the unique learning experience Oxford provides.
Not only that, but our Summer School stands out from 
the crowd by allowing you to create your own tailor-made 
learning experience. When you apply you will have the 
option to select courses in Applied Microeconomics Mac-
roeconomics or Econometrics; so you can choose morn-
ing and afternoon sessions from two different disciplines, 
or focus on a single field of interest. This allows you to 
create a tailored learning experience that ensures you get 
the most out of your time in Oxford.
Oxford Economics September Summer School courses 
are ideal for both PhD students and researchers in Central 
banks or other international institutions. Our advanced 
courses will provide you with practical skills, and build 
on your academic knowledge; surrounded by likeminded 
economists in a vibrant intellectual environment. 

https://inomics.com/post/1523924
https://inomics.com/post/1523924
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ed topics in the economics of innovation, such as science, 
intellectual property, and knowledge spillovers. Overall 
emphasis will be on empirical analysis and policy impli-
cations, while formal mathematical modelling will remain 
in the background.
The programme will introduce participants to the most 
relevant theoretical and empirical questions in the eco-
nomics of science and innovation. In addition to it, partic-
ipants will also learn and discuss the various methodolo-
gies for tackling open questions in the field.

Ecomod ScHool oF modEling and  
data SciEncE praguE, czEcH rEpuBlic

EcoMod School of Modeling and Data

Prague, Czech Republic
26 - 30 June 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1532119

16tH BSE SummEr ScHool 2022: EconomicS, 
FinancE, data SciEncE, and rElatEd FiEldS

Barcelona School of Economics

9 June - 14 July, 2023

Barcelona, Spain 6 June, 2022

https://inomics.com/post/1532179

BuSinESS data SciEncE - SummEr ScHool

Business Data Science

3 July - 28 July, 2023

Amsterdam or Rotterdam, 
The Netherlands

https://inomics.com/post/1533235

intErnational doctoral courSES and  
SEminarS in HEaltH EconomicS and policY

Swiss Society of Health Economics (sggö)

Ongoing

Lucerne, Switzerland Ongoing

https://inomics.com/post/98692

cimS onlinE SummEr ScHoolS on  
macroEconomicS/dSgE (Foundation  
or advancEd) and intErnational  
tradE/gravitY modElS

University of Surrey

11 September - 20 September, 2023

Guildford, UK
3 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535279

nonparamEtric and SEmiparamEtric  
mEtHodS in EconomicS and FinancE  
BY/WitH olivEr linton

University of Minho

10 July - 13 July 2023

Braga, Portugal 30 June 2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535866

proFESSional courSE: SuStainaBlE FinancE 
and invEStmEnt

Barcelona School of Economics

4 October - 6 October 2023

Barcelona, Spain
29 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1535867

oxFord EconomicS SummEr ScHool

University of Oxford

11 - 15 September 2023

Oxford, United Kingdom
1 September 
2023

https://inomics.com/post/1532663

Our September Summer School gives you the opportunity 
to complete advanced economics courses taught by inter-
nationally renowned economists, whilst immersing your-
self in the unique learning experience Oxford provides.
Not only that, but our Summer School stands out from 
the crowd by allowing you to create your own tailor-made 
learning experience. When you apply you will have the 
option to select courses in Applied Microeconomics Mac-
roeconomics or Econometrics; so you can choose morn-
ing and afternoon sessions from two different disciplines, 
or focus on a single field of interest. This allows you to 
create a tailored learning experience that ensures you get 
the most out of your time in Oxford.
Oxford Economics September Summer School courses 
are ideal for both PhD students and researchers in Central 
banks or other international institutions. Our advanced 
courses will provide you with practical skills, and build 
on your academic knowledge; surrounded by likeminded 
economists in a vibrant intellectual environment. 

https://inomics.com/post/1523924
https://inomics.com/post/1523924
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pHd in EconomicS

Cerge-EI

Prague,  
Czech Republic

March every year

https://inomics.com/post/1530682

doctoral program in EconomicS

ZEW and GESS - University of Mannheim

Mannheim,  
Germany

March  
every year

inomics.link/CDSE-ZEW

The PhD track of the Center for Doctoral Studies in Eco-
nomics (CDSE) at the University of Mannheim in cooper-
ation with the ZEW offers promising economists the op-
portunity to pursue their doctoral studies in the inspiring 
research environment of two leading institutions. 
This track aims to provide participants with an excellent 
academic education in the form of the CDSE program and 
a splendid research environment at ZEW as well as with 
key skills in the field of economic policy advice. This PhD 
Track consists of one year of compulsory courses at the 
University of Mannheim followed by an elective course 
phase through summer schools at ZEW and courses at the 
University of Mannheim. From the second year onwards, 
students are fully integrated into ZEW as a researcher and 
write their PhD thesis. 

pHd in EconomicS and FinancE & pHd in 
managEmEnt 

NOVA School of Business and Economics

Carcavelos,  
Portugal

November every year

https://inomics.com/post/1356586 and  
https://inomics.com/program/post/1356587

The NOVA School of Business and Economics’ PhD pro-
grams provide a solid theoretical and methodological 
basis, preparing PhD candidates to develop independent 
research in several areas of expertise. The programs are 
held in a vibrant research environment and promote the 
inclusion of candidates in ongoing research projects. Stu-
dents focus on the coursework in the beginning of their 
PhD, to later focus on developing independent research. 
Supervisors and faculty members are involved in each 
stage of the PhD and support students in pursuing an ac-
ademic career. The programs last four years and they are 
delivered in English. Scholarships are available for excel-
lent students.

pHd in EconomicS

cEmFi

Madrid, Spain May every year

https://inomics.com/post/799505

FullY FundEd pHd program

Ruhr Graduate School in Economics (RGS Econ)

Essen, Germany March every year

https://inomics.com/post/1519880

pHd in EconomicS (Four-YEar)  
- univErSitY oF torino

Collegio Carlo Alberto

Turin, Italy May every year

https://inomics.com/post/589559

The Vilfredo Pareto PhD in Economics is a 4-year PhD 
program of the University of Torino, organized in close 
collaboration with the Collegio Carlo Alberto. The pro-
gram allows students to structure their coursework and 
write their doctoral dissertation in a number of different 
areas of economics. After a common set of core cours-
es that take place in the first semester (including review 
courses in mathematics and statistics and advanced cours-
es in microeconomics, macroeconomics, and economet-
rics), students can further prepare for their dissertation 
work by choosing from a list of elective courses.y.

graduatE program in EconomicS and 
FinancE (gpEF)

University of St.Gallen

St.Gallen,  
Switzerland

January/April every year

https://inomics.com/post/1366751

4-YEar pHd in EconomicS

Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Venice, Italy May every year

https://inomics.com/post/1447778

doctoral poSitionS at mgSE

Munich Graduate School of Economics (MGSE)

Munich, Germany January every year

https://inomics.com/post/1420560

mSc/pHd in QuantitativE EconomicS

University of Alicante

Alicante, Spain June every year

https://inomics.com/post/719742

https://inomics.link/CDSE-ZEW
https://inomics.link/CDSE-ZEW
https://inomics.com/post/1518128
https://inomics.com/post/1518226
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mrES and pHd rESEarcH programmE in 
EconomicS

Adam Smith Business School, University of 

Glasgow

Glasgow,  
United Kingdom

March & June every year

https://inomics.com/post/102768

pHd poSitionS in EconomicS, analYticS and 
dEciSion SciEncES (EadS)

IMT School for Advanced Studies, Lucca

Lucca, Italy June every year

https://inomics.com/post/1524971

pH.d. in FinancE, FullY FundEd

Leibniz Institute for Financial Research SAFE

Frankfurt am Main, 
Germany

May every year

https://inomics.com/post/1530997

pHd program in EconomicS

LUISS Guido Carli University of Rome

Rome, Italy March every year

https://inomics.com/post/1361450

4-YEar pHd in EconomicS

University of Bologna

Bologna, Italy February every year

https://inomics.com/post/1522558

maStEr in Economic rESEarcH & pHd in 
EconomicS

CERGE-EI

Prague, Czechia March every year

https://inomics.com/post/1530725

pHd in EconomicS

UB School of Economics, University of Barcelona

Barcelona, Spain April every year

https://inomics.com/post/103269

doctoral programmE in EconomicS 
(mrES+pHd)

University of Surrey

Guildford, United 
Kingdom

July every year

https://inomics.com/post/1352989

T H E  S I T E  F O R
E C O N O M I S T S

Our mission is to help students find
the best economics programs.
Whether you are looking for a
university program, job, summer
school, scholarship, conference or
training opportunity, our website
can assist you in furthering your
career in economics.

WHAT WE DO

EMAIL ALERTS DEADLINE REMINDERS WEEKLY ARTICLES

For more information visit the link! INOMICS.COM

Read about recent developments in
economics

Sign up and apply to new
opportunities 

Receive weekly email alerts for 
 jobs, programs and conferences

1 million+ economics students,
academics, researchers and
professionals trust us

F U R T H E R  Y O U R  C A R E E R  I N  E C O N O M I C S

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA TO STAY UPDATED! 

https://www.economicsnetwork.ac.uk/
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